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I thought you had to be: genius
motivated
privileged



I was proven wrong.  





uncollege.org/program



But why do you do this?







AGency

“Never let my schooling 
get in the way of my 
education” 

- Mark Twain



Homeschooling
 ≠ 

Unschooling



AGencyunschooling



none of these: teachers
tests
grades
curriculum
bells





summer hill

3 million copies 1960-1973



picture of book like THE HOMEWORK MYTH



	  Do	  we	  trust	  people’s	  innate	  
capacity	  to	  be	  curious?













Zinch LOGO



Unschooling > Public School







Not only did I learn 
the subjects, I learned 
how to learn.

(meta-learning)



But despite all that, I still . . .



hendrix college



There were two main 
problems with 
college.



1. It cost $45,000 per 
year. (and even so 
only 50% graduate 
and only 50% of 
those with degrees 
under 25 are using 
their degrees)



2. At college there was 
no meta-learning.  We 
were really excellent 
sheep. 





What about the beer and girls?

source: Tyler Driscoll



I prefer guys and champagne.

source: Tyler Driscoll



source: vgm8383





Somewhere along the 
line I told people I 
was writing a book.





The book started a 
movement. And we 
started Gap Year. 



AGency

Why don’t 
schools teach

meta-learning?





Let’s help people 
learn how to learn









Over 200 applications for first class

10 people from 6 countries

Opening 2nd house in January 

In last two weeks 140+ apps for Summer



FELLOW PROFILE: ZELIA

Zelia is from Cupertino, California. A 
year after leaving High School she 
was still unsure about college, so 
she applied for the UnCollege Gap 
Year Program.

She has spent the last twelve 
months working on the Obama 
campaign in Aurora, Colorado as an 
Early Vote organizer; interning as a 
lab assistant at Svaya 
Nanotechnologies in Sunnyvale, 
California; and teaching English in 
Madrid, Spain. 



What does *this* 
mean for you?



1. You’ve got 
competition.



2. Ya might wanna 
think about changin’ ;-)



What an unschooler 
thinks you should do:

-Get students out of the classroom
-Link curriculum to the market
-Do away with tenure
-Stop grading students, make them 
build a portfolio
-Copy your local gym



Thank you for listening.

Find out more at 
uncollege.org

@dalejstephens 
on Twitter

dale@uncollege.org

mailto:dale@uncollege.org
mailto:dale@uncollege.org

